
 UKS2 Book Recommendations: 

Part of a  hilarious new series that brings the classics to life with illustrations 
by Jack Noel. Perfect for 7-9 year olds and fans of Tom Gates, Wimpy Kid 
and Dav Pilkey. And PIRATES. 
 
Jim Hawkins spends his life helping out at his mum’s boring old inn by the 
sea, wishing he could sail away and have adventures. But when an old 
sea captain turns up with a secret, it’s the start of a bigger adventure than 
Jim could ever have imagined – soon he’s on a ship on the trail of buried 
treasure, accompanied by a suspicious sailor named Long John Silver . . . 
Will Jim escape the pirates? Or will he walk the plank? 
 
Climb aboard with Jim, a chatty parrot and a bunch of crazy pirates for a 
hilarious adventure across the seven seas. 

Determined to be the world’s greatest detective, Zaiba is 
always on the lookout for a crime to solve. She knows 
everything there is to know about running an investigation – 
in theory... 
 
At her cousin’s Mehndi party, Zaiba gets her first challenge: 
to discover the identity of the VIP staying at the same hotel. 
With the help of her best friend Poppy and brother Ali, 
Zaiba puts her sleuthing skills to the test. And when the 
celebrity’s precious dog disappears, along with its priceless 
diamond collar, it’s up to the trio to save the day! 

Nobody knew it at that moment, but only three things stood in the 
way of the complete destruction of the Earth: one elderly parrot; one 
eight-year-old spelling mistake; and an intrepid young schoolgirl-
turned-reporter in search of a story ...  
 
Greta Zargo needs a big scoop if she's going to win the Prilchard-
Spritzer Medal, the quite famous award for great reporting. But big 
scoops are in short supply in the quiet little town of Upper 
Lowerbridge, and all Greta's got to investigate is a couple of missing 
cakes. But then, with a whoosh of unknown energy, a mysterious 
silver robot descends from the sky ... 
 
A laugh-out-loud funny story from the author of the critically 
acclaimed The Imaginary, perfect for fans of Mr Gum, Chris Riddell, 
and Philip Reeve and Sarah McIntyre's Oliver and the Seawigs, 


